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VOL. LVI.    No. 25. THE BATES STUDENT, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16. 1928 PRICE   TEN   CENTS 
NEW TYPE OF DEBATE TO 
BE INITIATED ON CAMPUS 
Oregon System Closely Resembles Courtroom Procedure 
Vermont to Conduct Prosecution, Bates has Defense 
*   Judge Henry W. Oakes of Auburn to Preside 
Monday evening marks the advent 
of a new system of debate on the cam- 
pus. It is the Oregon system, which, 
altho' hitherto unused here, has been 
elsewhere employed by Bates debaters. 
A debate conducted by this plan closely 
resembles a courtroom procedure. 
Each team has a witness, who presents 
the entire constructive case for his 
side. Each witness is in turn cross- 
examined by a lawyer from the oppos- 
ing side, who for twelve minutes en- 
deavors by skillful questioning to 
bring to light certain -facts damaging 
to the constructive case presented by 
the witness. The debate is concluded 
for each side by a second lawyer whose 
duty it is to devote his time to refuta- 
tion of the claims made by the opposi- 
tion, and  to summarizing his own case. 
The subject for this debate is: 
"Resolved, that the trend of modern 
advertising is deplorable," with Bates 
upholding the negative, and the Uni- 
versity of Vermont the affirmative, or. 
in court parlance, Vermont conducting 
prosecution, and Bates having the de- 
fense. 
To make certain that the debaters 
follow the conventions of the court- 
room, Judge Henry W. Oakes has con- 
sented id preside. At the close of the 
debate, the audience will be requested 
to vote on the merits of the new style 
of debate. 
The Bates team is well-fitted to enter 
such a discussion, all of its members 
having received particular training in 
the ••courtroom method" in Advanced 
Argumentation last year. Sam Gould 
'30. is the witness: Clayton White '30 
«iii   cross examine;   and   Robert   ilislop 
will   give  summary  and  plea. 
Vermont's team is also experienced. 
George Nelson '31, Lewis Lisman '31, 
and Franklin Sears '30 are the person- 
nel, all of whom were varsity debaters 
last year. Lisman and Sears met Bates 
in   debate   at   Brattleboro   last   season. 
College Offers 
Special Courses 
Prof. R. R. N. Gould Heads 
Bates Extension Work 
Co-eds of 1931 
Hold Dance 
In Chase Hall 
Violent   Battle   Enlivens 
Exclusive   Affaire 
On Friday evening, November ninth, 
the Sophomore co-eds broke loose and 
held an exclusive dance in the Chase 
Hall music room. It was an hilarious 
affair since the music was good, the 
floor was smooth, and everyone entered 
into the spirit of things with much 
gusto. The repeated attempts of mem- 
bers of certain other classes to dampen 
this enthusiasm were met with such 
measures as well befits the sophomores. 
Twenty-nine couples were present in- 
cluding the chaperones who were Pro- 
fessor Walmsley and Mr. Lane, and 
Miss Eaton and Mr. Ross. "Home 
Sweet Home'' was played at ten-thirty 
which marked the end of this happy 
party. 
POLITICS   CLUB 
OPENS   DISCUSSION 
LATIN  AM.   QUESTION 
At the regular meeting of the Politics 
Club last Wednesday evening a half 
hour's open discussion was held fol- 
lowing the presentation of papers upon 
the political relations existing between 
the U. S. and the Latin American 
Republics. 
Mr. Hanscom presented a concise and 
pointed general outline of the Latin 
American situation as it exists in the 
several Latin American Republics as a 
group. It was especially emphasized 
that the proximity of the Caribbean 
countries to the U. S. makes it impera- 
tive that the Federal government foster 
friendly relations between the TJ. S. 
and the Latin-American Republics. 
Following a paper by Mr. Polini upon 
the Nicaraguan problem the open dis- 
cussion of the question uncovered sev- 
eral new phases to the Latin-American 
problem. 
Prof. Hovey as guest of the Club 
outlined in open discussion the new 
problem raised by the proposal of the 
V. 8. to levy an immigration quota law 
upon the Latin-American Republics. 
The college is offering extension 
courses to industrial workers, teachers 
and others who desire to do more study- 
ing to improve their education. 
The extension course for industrial 
workers is designed for foremen and 
assistants in the various mills of Lew- 
iston and Auburn. The course aims 
not to give special training, but to give 
a   cultural   background  for the  appreci- 
HEAD6   EXTKXSIOX   WORK 
at ion of larger problems in economic 
life. 
Business Economics is taught by Pro- 
fessor J. M. Carroll and Business Geog- 
raphy by Professor R. R. X. Gould. 
The enrollment for these courses is t>" 
and there will be 15 meetings. Classes 
meet every Tuesday evening at  7.30. 
The other courses which have at- 
traeted a great Dumber of teachers 
from the twin cities is Art. taught by 
Professor II. II. Britan. and Educational 
Sociology taught by Professor A. M. 
Myhrmnn. These classes meet every 
Thursday evening at 7 30. The enroll- 
ment in both is .14, and there will be 15 
meetings. It is the first time such an 
experiment has been tried at Bates a in I 
the total  enrollment   is gratifying. 
Similar courses have been established 
in Portland with a representative from 
Bowdoin; Bangor with a representative 
from the University of Maine, and 
Waterville with a representative from 
Colby. 
It is principally through the efforts 
of Honorable Benjamin F. Cleaves of 
Portland, Secretary of the Associated 
Industries of Maine that these centers 
have  been  established. 
Professor Gould is the Bates repre- 
sentative on the committee from the 
four colleges and the head of the exten- 
sion work at Bates. 
Hockey Matches 
Attract Co-eds 
Tuesday of this week saw the first 
games of the annual inter-class Hockey 
play-offs between the cohorts of   '29 vs. 
'30; and '31 vs. '32. The first game 
was decidedly the most thrilling and 
nerve-wracking for all concerned, since 
upon it rested the championship hopes 
of the Senior Reds and the Junior 
Blues. Despite valiant, and at times, 
desperate rallies on the part of the 
third-year women, the Seniors had in 
mind the defeats pinned on them for 
three hockey seasons by the Juniors 
and were not to be denied. Clever 
stickwork and decisive driving at the 
critical times coupled with a fighting 
spirit of team play gave the fourth-year 
women a well-deserved win with a tally- 
register of 3-1. The second game, be- 
tween the Sophomores and Freshmen, 
was a surprise to the second-year women 
in that there was nothing of a "big 
parade" over the less-experienced 
Frosh. After the Sophs had gained 
three goals in the first half, the first- 
year women came back and tied the 
score. In less than one minute to play 
in the deceptive twilight, the Sophs, as 
it were, snatched the laurel wreath by 
scoring one more goal to win 4-3. 
Wednesday  saw  the  sister  classes  of 
'29 vs.   '31 "and   '30 vs.   '32 in the sec- 
ond  play-offs  of  the  matches.    In  the 
first game, as was expected, the Seniors 
(Continued on page 4, column 3) 
Garnet X-Country 
Team Taki'ng Part 
in New Englands 
Eleven   Other   Colleges 
to   be   Represented 
FRESHMAN   TEAM   COMPETING 
FOR  CLASS  CHAMPIONSHIP 
On next Monday afternoon Captain 
Paul Chesley will lead the Garnet pack 
against the foremost X Country teams 
of New England in t!ieir last engage- 
ment of the season. "his meet, which 
is run annually over tl e Franklin Field 
course in Boston, Mass., is the climax 
of the hill and dale sport, for the New 
England Intercollegiate Cross Country 
Championship is at stake. 
Eleven colleges will be represented 
in varsity competition and will vie 
with Bates for the coveted trophy. 
These are Amherst, Boston University, 
Holy Cross, Xortheaste-n, Mass. Aggies, 
Wesleyan, Massachusitts Tech.. Wil- 
liams. Tufts. University of Maine, and 
the University of New Hampshire. 
The Bates Freshman l.arriers will also 
make the trip competing against four 
other New Engand colleges for honors 
in the freshman meet. Each college is 
allowed to enter ten men but only five 
are counted  in the score. 
It is very hard to forecast the out- 
eome of a race when over one hundred 
runners are competing and especially 
in X Country, when so much depends 
on the physical condition and mental 
temperament of the runner just before 
the race begins. The I". of M., the 
present New England X Country Cham 
pion. lias a veteran team and is favored 
To win again tiiis year. Lindsey, Rich- 
ardson, and McXaughton, who have led 
the Bear to decisive wins over the U. 
of New Hampshire and Bates, should 
help to give Maine a very low score. 
The three aces of Xc.v Hampshire arc 
('apt. Karl Cahalan, Benedict, and 
l.azure. These wildcats should give the 
leaders a stiff run. Mickey of Tufts 
will be running in his element next 
Monday. He will make a much better 
showing than he did over the hilly 
Mates course and will be a strong con- 
tender. The Tech. boys also have a 
strong team this year and M. I. T. will 
run a  fast race. 
Against this strong field Bates will 
throw a well balanced, fighting team 
of hill levelers. Dispite the defeat at 
the hands of Maine a few days ago, the 
Garnet is very much in the running. 
Viles, Chesley, and Hobbs arc a trio 
that is hard to match in any college. 
By Monday the team will be in best 
shape of the season. The boys are not 
a bit nervous and they are winding up 
their practice sessions with a couple 
hard workouts. Captain Chesley is run- 
ning his last X Country race Monday. 
He had a sick spell over the week-end 
but he will be back in shape by the 
end of this week. Coach Thompson 
has not yet decided who will start for 
Bates but the team that will probably 
be chosen will be Capt. Chesley. Viles, 
Jones, Furtwengler, Hobbs, Chapman 
and Cushing. The make-up of the 
Freshman team is also unknown but 
the boys who have done the best work 
on the freshman squad are Cole, Xor- 
ton, Bonney, Bartlett, Whitten, and 
Schrecsko. 
The two teams accompanied by Coach 
Thompson and Managers Coy and Web- 
ber will board the smokies Sunday 
afternoon for Boston. Last year the 
Garnet    harriers   copped   third    place. 
Nightingale   Speaks 
to 4-A  Audience 
4-A   Players   and   Heelers 
Privileged  to  Hear 
Prominent Member 
Carroll  Players 
Wednesday afternoon the members of 
the 4-A Players and Heelers Club were 
privileged to hear Delmar Xightingale 
one of the more prominent members of 
the local stock company, the Carroll 
Players. 
Mr. Nightingale told in a very inter- 
esting way, some of his experiences 
during the two years he has been with 
the Carroll Players. He outlined the 
day's work of a stock company actor, 
and told something of the way rehear- 
sals are conducted. 
The latter half of the hour was 
devoted to an open forum during which 
time Mr. Nightingale answered all sorts 
of questions dealing with his work 
from,—'' How did you happen to chose 
acting for a profession!", to "What 
do you think of the Little Theatre 
Movement!" 
PREPARATIONS UNDER WAY 
FOR ANNUAL Y. W. BAZAAR 
Committee in Charge Adopt Novel Plan for 1928 Affair 
To Change Chase Hall into Typical Railroad Station 
Lunch Counter and Fruit Stand among Features 
Junior Co-Eds 
Dance To-night 
About thirty couples will be in 
attendance at the Junior Dance to be 
held this evening in the "Y" room at 
Chase   Hall,   from   7.15   to   10.30. 
Professor Walmsley, Mr. Lane. Miss 
Janies, and Mr. Thrclfall are to chaper- 
one and Waite's orchestra  will play. 
The committee in charge of this 
affair consists of Helen Geary, Dorothy 
Small, and  Gladys  Young. 
Casts for 4A  Club 
First Plays Chosen 
Three   One-act   Episodes 
to be Shown Dec. 14th 
The executive board of the 4A Club 
met in Rand reception room Tuesday 
night to decide on plays and the cast 
for December 14. This will be the 
club's first group of three one act plays 
under   the  new  officers. 
The   first  play  "Grandma   Pulls  the 
Strings" by Edith  Bernard  Delano and 
David   Oobb   will   be   coached   by   How- 
ard  Bull   -29.    The cast: 
Grandma, Francis Maguire  '29 
Mrs.   Cummings, 
Constance  Withington   '30 
Hildegarde  Cummings, 
Kathleen Butler '31 
Julia Cummings, Ruth Brown   '32 
Nona, Dorothy Stiles  '31 
William Thornton,        Rangnar I.ind   '30 
Tennyson's play, "The Falcon" will 
be coached by Mary Pendlcbury '29. 
The cast  follows: 
Count  Fedirigo, Ed   Milk   '30 
Lady Giovanna,        Dorothv Morse  '31 
Elisabetta Lillian  Hill   '30* 
The part of Count Fellipo has not 
been chosen. There will probably be 
separate   try   outs. 
Stewart Bigelow '29 will coach the 
third play. "Trifles" bv Susan Geas- 
pell. 
George Henderson,        Martin Sauer  '31 
Peters, Von Weston '30 
Hale, Furtwingler   '31 
Mrs.  Peters, Faith  Blake   '29 
Mrs. Hale, Eleanor Wood  '29 
A very clever and effective plan for 
the Y. W. Bazaar, December 5, has 
been originated by this year's com- 
mittee in charge. Chase Hall is to be 
converted into a typical railroad wait- 
ing station with all its characteristics 
and equipment. Each class is to have 
a booth in the station: the Seniors, a 
florist shop in charge of Evelyn Webb 
and Helen Hudson, the Juniors, a 
haberdashery in charge of Mildred 
Tourtillot, and the Sophomores, a 
ticket booth (grab box) in charge of 
Mina Tower. In addition to these 
many of the other functions of a lirst- 
class railroad waiting room are to be 
carried on by different groups: the 
faculty ladies are to conduct the lunch 
counter under the supervision of Mrs. 
Mac Donald aided by Viola Zahn '29, 
the Alumni have charge of the beauty 
shop under the direction of Mrs. Ross. 
an information bureau is to be con- 
ducted by Mary Pendlcbury and Eunice 
McCue '2!>. Florence Pe'nnell '29 is 
director of the gift shop and Dorothy 
Sullivan '32 is to be in charge of the 
eandy booth. A fruit stand under the 
supervision of Irma Tetley '29 is an- 
other feature, and the shoe shine 
parlor in the hands of Ethelyn Hovt 
and Belva Carll '29 is guaranteed to 
add a luster to the travelers in the 
station. Eleanor Gile '29 is chairman 
of the Decoration Committee which 
must achieve the miraculous transfor- 
mation   of  Chase  Hall. 
Additional atmosphere is to be 
encountered in the persons of Faith 
Blake '29 as train announcer, Florence 
White and Dorothy Morse '31 as 
"red caps", Louise Day '31 as the 
porter and Carlyss Cook '29 as the 
guide. 
Dorothy Xutter '29 is in charge of 
the afternoon entertainment, and the 
evening entertainment which com- 
prises two plays, one of which will be 
Dickens' "Christmas Carol," is under 
the management and direction of Lucy 
Lundell '29. Such an undertaking 
demands the supervision of an assem- 
bling manager, Ola Coffin '29, who has 
the responsibility of co-ordinating the 
functions of this railroad waiting sta- 
tion into the entertaining and profit- 
able project   which this promises to be. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE  DEBATE 
Bates vs. Vermont 
"IS THE TREND  OF MODERN 
ADVERTISING DEPLORABLE?" 
New Style of Debate Introduced 
LITTLE   THEATRE MONDAY  EVE,   NOV.   19 
ADMISSION   FREE 
Women's Athletic 
Board Meets 
The Women's Athletic Board which 
directs and controls the various co-ed 
sports and activities held its regular 
meeting Friday, November 14. At this 
time the different matters pertaining to 
the regulation of tennis and hockey, 
two of the sports, now under way on 
the co-ed side of the campus, were taken 
up. 
It was voted that the tennis tourna- 
ment should be finished by Monday, 
November 24. Second-team hockey 
games were slated to be played-off next 
week. The annual varsity game be- 
tween two teams made up of players 
from the classes of '29- '31 and '30-32 
was scheduled for the last of this week 
or the first of next. These two teams 
are picked by selected members of the 
board. The play-off is the culmination 
of  the field  hockey  season. 
All co-eds concerned will be interested 
(to say the least) to know that inten- 
sive training ends after the Varsity 
game. 
As is customary, a short time was 
devoted to discussion and revision of 
the W. A. A. Handbook, the co-ed 
athletic  encyclopedia. 
MAJ.  H.  A.  KRONER 
WILL  SPEAK  ON 
CHINA TONIGHT 
Former   Military   Attache 
is Well Qualified to 
Speak on Orient 
The fact that Major Hayes A. 
Kroner, a military attache in the Amer- 
ican Legation at Peking, speaks on 
"China. Old and New, As Seen by an 
Army Officer" this evening, at 8 
o'clock in the College Chapel, ought 
to create great interest in this George 
Colby Chase lecture, the first one this 
year. 
The speaker has been in the army 
seventeen years, the last nine of which 
he has spent in China. Also because 
of his ability to speak Chinese fluently 
he has had many important diplomatic 
missions in that country. Consequently 
he is exceedingly well qualified to 
speak on this eastern problem. Major 
Kroner comes here from Fort Strong, 
Boston Harbor, where he is now 
stationed. This lecture ought to prove 
interesting and enlightening to all, 
either from a political or sociological 
point of view. 
tt 
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COLLEGE   CLIQUES 
We all hear a great deal of talk about the inactivity of college 
students as a group in national and international life. Many weary 
hours have been spent in computing the ratio of college students to 
other classes in the social fabric of the nation and in estimating the 
enormous influence which the college class could exert if it would. 
Less, perhaps with justice, has been said about the still smaller divisions 
or groups which exist within the college class alone. Yet they bear 
the same relation to the life of the college as the industrial, vocational, 
collegiate and laboring classes bear to the life of the whole nation. 
It is. as we express it, natural that any large body of persons 
should divide itself into a number of cliques in the accomplishment of 
its normal aims and ambitions. This is necessarily true because persons 
who have enjoyed nearly the same environments, have like tastes, sim- 
ilar ambitions, and ideals, and interests which are nearly common 
among themselves derive a greater pleasure from comradeship with others 
within that group than with those beyond its borders. 
In colleges where the fraternity system flourishes the fraternities 
themselves form the foundation for the first group divisions among 
the students, though this division is always followed by a further divis- 
ion into smaller cliques within each house. Where there are no frater- 
nities there is no intermediate division and the 'community of interest' 
cliques are formed from the membership of the whole student body. 
This, by the way, is one of the objections to the fraternity system, 
since a man who becomes a member of such an organization thereby 
confines his comradeship almost entirely to the members of that society 
and so misses the acquaintance of many likeminded individuals whose 
associations with himself would be beneficial and helpful. It can hardly 
be argued that clubs and kindred associations which exist where fra- 
ternities do not are open to the same objection in that they perform the 
same functions. A study of the various groups on any non-fraternity 
campus will reveal that a very small number, if, indeed, there are any, 
of the subsidiary groups are composed exclusively of those who boast 
membership in the same organizations. In the majority of instances 
they include representatives of many, and sometimes of all, of the 
campus organizations. 
We do not believe that these groups should be entirely condemned, 
however, in whatever manner they are formed. To insist that any 
person spend any considerable share of his time in a company or an 
environment in which he feels no interest and from which he derives 
no moral or intellectual benefits merely that he may learn at first 
hand the correct evaluation of that company or environment may be 
fine in theory but has always resulted in disaster when practiced. Life 
is not made foursquare in that manner. On the contrary that is just 
the way in which to warp the whole structure; for as surely as any 
person crowds his life with those things which he finds uninteresting 
and mean, merely from a cancerous sense of duty, just so surely will 
he develop into one of the finest types of bigot. 
This does not, however, argue for the total segregation of groups. 
A group or clique exercises quite as narrowing an influence on the 
general outlook of its members as does the most misdirected sense of 
duty. Neither can hope to make life what we wish it to be. The group 
influence we cannot escape if we will, and an interest in the motives 
and ideals of other groups which leads to an understanding of their 
activities is rather to be desired than shunned; but the average student 
finds that there must be something more than a combination of those 
two factors. He finds this something in his classroom work and in 
his extra-curricula activities; in that transitory relationship which is 
neither comradeship nor enmity. He finds it in the larger group which 
is his class, and in the friendly strife between that class and the other 
college classes. 
Thus the question: 'What can the college group to which you 
belong contribute to the good of society?', becomes, when translated 
within the college group, 'What can your group do to help out in the 
life of your college?', not by giving up its entity as a group and thus 
destroying the advantages which every member of that group derives 
from every other, but merely by taking a more constructive interest in 
the doings of the larger groups which, together, make up the college 
to which you belong. 
Garnet Sporting Chat 
"CHUCK''    CUSHING 
Editor 
Intercollegiate 
JSIetos 
Eunice  H. McCue, Editor 
Once again a Maine state series lias 
passed on with Maine and Colby divid- 
ing top honors. And as was the case 
last year the favorites from Orono were 
overtaken by a less favored team of 
Coach Roundy 's. Bowdoin had a dis- 
appointing season but managed to taste 
one series victory by defeating the 
Garnet. ,, 
■> 
Monday's game was one of the rough- 
est seen here this season. Even then 
many infractions were disregarded to 
save the game from looking like a 
parade of the officials. One Colby 
back and linesman in particualr were 
guilty of illegal tactics although we 
can't question their effectiveness. 
The spectators were treated to an 
exhibition of mighty clever ball carry- 
ing. Donovan, as expected, was the 
outstanding back reeling off several 
spectacular dashes. Scott and Scekins 
both made plenty of ground. Our own 
backs played their best form of the 
year. Johnson and Secor flashed 
throughout against rugged opposition. 
Pete Maher's plunging in the final 
quarter was as good a piece of work 
as Garcelon Field has seen this year. 
Coming when the Bates cause was hope- 
less and without a great deal of help 
Pete ripped up the Colby line for gains 
of 24, 11 and 16 yards. But when the 
Garnet began to threaten their drive 
was either ended in an interception or 
a grounded forward pass. 
The cross country team winds up its 
season in the New Englands on Mon- 
day. The harriers have had an even 
break so far giving Tufts a bad beat- 
ing and receiving one nearly as bad 
from Maine. Captain Chesley has been 
ill at his home in East Sumner for the 
past week and has been unable to work 
out regularly which will probably keep 
him from reaching top shape. The rest 
of the squad is in good condition. 
Wally Viles should be primed for his 
best race of the season at Boston. 
Wally has improved vastly since the 
beginning of the year and will most 
likely finish among the first few run- 
ners. The U. of Maine will probably 
have the strongest team in the race 
with New nampshire a close second. 
M. I. T. usually enters a well balanced 
outfit. The Garnet runners should im- 
prove on the position of last year's 
team which finished sixth among the 
eleven colleges. Coach Thompson has 
been emphasizing speed for the last 
two weeks and expects the boys to 
show to advantage over the flat sure 
footing of Franklin Park. 
Plans for a toboggan slide on the 
side of Mt. David are temporarily up 
in the air and the new fence didn 't 
help them greatly to materialize. 
Nevertheless when the snow begins to 
fall we will have this valuable addition 
to our Outing Club activities. It is 
too bad some means can not be devised 
to let the slide cross the road and 
continue down to Lake Andrews. The 
traffic on College Street would probably 
interfere with this plan. The slide will 
be a good one and will be long enough 
and with a couple of turns to add a 
little  zest to  the  fun. 
This general criticism of Bates foot- 
ball seems to overlook certain phases 
of the season's work. The string of 
defeats blurs one's recognition of the 
work of the players and coaches. It 
is no fun to play on a losing team anil 
there is less fun in coaching one. But 
the efforts and sincerity of the players 
and coaches can not be discounted. 
Regardless of failure there was no let 
up to the work and practice. The play- 
ers took their beating, as the hospital 
list will show, and punishment without 
the glory of victory is pretty hard to 
take. What spirit exists in the stu- 
dent body  will  manifest  itself now. 
Tre students have supported the team 
■well all season. Now when there is 
such a great bulk of criticism pouring 
in any student additions only compli- 
cate the situation. A disgusted or 
beaten attitude reflects no credit on the 
individual or school. The burden is 
heavy enough and constructive student 
opinion can lighten it considerably. 
With the past so definitely settled what 
is there to do but look to the future, 
remedy any apparent defects, and 
battle for a winning team next season. 
The hay spread on Garcelon field 
last week kept the turf in fine con- 
dition for the Armistice game. The 
ground might otherwise have been soft 
and soggy. Athletic Director Cutts 
intends to use this method frequently 
for keeping the field in shape. The 
other Maine colleges might also find it 
profitable to insure better playing con- 
ditions. What hay is left will be 
spread on the track in front of the 
grandstand and on the runways of the 
different jumping pits to keep the frost 
from getting in too deep this winter. 
Track men should find things in first 
class shape on Garcelon Field after 
Easter when the outdoor season rolls 
around. 
Now comes a period of relaxation 
with but little doing in the athletic 
line until after Christmas. The foot- 
ball and cross country men are tem- 
porarily released from the toils of "P. 
T."    Speed   ball   will   continue   to  be 
University of Vermont students are 
raising $500 for R. H. Smalley, Ver- 
mont graduate in the class of _ 1920, 
and at present an agricultural mission- 
ary in South Africa. Mr. Smalley is 
interested in and promoting an educa- 
tional institution known as the Congo 
Institute. This will be practically the 
first time that the University under- 
graduate body has given money for 
the support of a foreign institution. 
The campaign will be conducted for 
voluntary  giving. 
Mr. Smalley and his wife, likewise 
a graduate of the University of Ver- 
mont, are recognized by their Alma 
Mater as doing a work which deserves 
its highest praise and reward. 
A march is being composed by Sousa 
which he wil' dedicate to the Univer- 
sity  of Illinois. 
Lehigh boasts a fine radio station 
which broadcasts regularly. Receipt 
of messages has been acknowledged 
from the European continent, a dis- 
tance   of   six   thousand  miles. 
(By New Student Service) 
That the wheezing and coughing 
"collegiate" Ford must not have its 
sister conveyance in the air, is the 
warning of Mr. Edward P. Warner, 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy in 
charge of Aviation. Mr. Warner, in 
an address before the Third Intercol- 
legiate Aviation Conference at Yale, 
pointed out the danger of flying with 
any  but trustworthy planes. 
College men arc beginning to take 
to the air in appreciable numbers. 
The Harvard Flying Club and that at 
the University of Southern California 
arc two of the most advanced student 
groups. The latter already owns 
several planes. European students, 
however, surpass the Americans in 
flying. One of the speakers at the 
conference cited a meeting in the Rhone 
River section last August where 
400 planes were entered. Eight hun- 
dred pilots took part, ninety per cent, 
of which were college men. College 
men won all the prizes. 
The popularity of flying has added 
a new prohibition to the list of "thou 
shalt nots" of the Wcllesley College 
Handbook. The dean's office issued 
the edict that, "no student while under 
the jurisdiction of the college may 
ride in an aeroplane unless permission 
has been granted from the dean 's office 
and the written consent of her parents 
secured." 
The problem of chaperonage has not 
yet been settled, and is without doubt 
taxing the ingenuity of many a dean 
of women. 
All the same, five students of the 
department of mechanical engineering 
in the University of Kansas are en- 
gaged in preparation for the construct- 
ion of a glider to be tested in the 
aeronautical field. They are under 
the direction of Prof. Hay who recentlv 
came from the University of Wyoming 
where aeronautical engineering was his 
specialty   for  the  past   five   years. 
HOW TO BE A  COLLEGE MAN 
"Wear no garters. 
Walk about with a dazed look in 
your eyes. 
Bend forward to get that Midnight 
Oil   effect. 
Wear "Slaughter House" (regis- 
tered) clothes. 
Have something cute painted on your 
slicker. 
Watch the men about the campus and 
learn to use their captivating talk." 
The average expenditure for a year 
at Oxford is $1,500, tho according to 
a report of the Board of Education a 
minimum cost of $1,100 is possible. 
According to Professor Alfred N. 
Whitehead of Harvard, nearly every 
youth is imaginative and the purpose 
of college is to restrain and discipline 
his imagination. "Fools" says Doctor 
Whitehead, "act on imagination with- 
out knowledge, while their opposite, 
pedants, act on knowledge without 
imagination." A combination of the 
two would make the most desirable 
person. 
It is a trait of unthinking persons to 
"jump at conclusions." With an unre- 
strained imagination they build up 
stories on one or two facts that may 
prove injurious to the subject of their 
tales. On the other hand, it must be 
a drab existence for the unimagina- 
tive. Scientists are often thought of 
as men with the least imagination, but 
a good scientist must be able to look 
ahead and conjecture in order to dis- 
cover a new process or element. The 
least imaginative prove the least suc- 
cessful.—Hunter    College    Bulletin. 
Midnight Oil 
Philip Tetreau, Editor 
When the first lamp posts appeared 
on the campus, they raised a great deal 
of comment. It was apparent that an 
end had been put on any further moon- 
light strolling, under the trees, romance 
was handed another body blow, and 
the college chalked up another score 
in the improvement column. 
In spite of this lighting system, 
when the Winter set in, there was no 
lessening in the reported number of 
persons snowbound on their way thru 
the tortuous, slippery, and treacherous 
footpaths on the campus. Nor was 
there an appreciable lessening in the 
annual toll of broken legs or sprained 
ankles, as the boys feel their way 
about campus after dark. 
But we are pleased to notice that 
additional lamp-posts are in the process 
of being set up, at various places. In 
the future, there will be absolutely no 
excuse for wandering off from the 
cinder paths, nor need there be any 
longer any dread of passing thru tho 
heavy shadows. These new lights will 
positively drive away any boogey-man 
who might be lying in wait, to pounce 
out on a panic stricken Parkerite, who 
has to pass by the front steps of the 
chapel. 
With the arrival of the cold weather, 
and the appearance of heavy coats, 
comes that feeling of appreciation for 
a warm room, and a place to spend the 
cold evenings. It is a feeling well 
known to all of us, a few years back, 
when after dinner, we used to head 
for the old sofa, and there before the 
glowing heat of the big base burner 
in the parlor, bury our nose in the 
depths of the latest Alger atrocity, to 
spend the night until Dad aroused us 
with a stern "Bed time, son." 
Those were the happiest days, after 
all. We would curl up comfortably, in 
our stocking feet, and toast ourselves 
before the fire. Entirely oblivious to 
all that was going on around us, mov- 
ing only when seeking a more com- 
fortable   position. 
Then too. there was the fudge. How 
we could whood'c mother into permit- 
ting us to make candy. That poor 
woman would resist as long as possi- 
ble, but inevitably she was driven in 
self defense, to yield, altho with a 
strict, "Now remember, onlv a small 
batch." 
Then sister would tyrannize us into 
greasing the pans, and making repeated 
trips to the sink for a glass of coM 
water, in which to test the candy. It 
was quite a nice point to determine, 
when it was done enough, and gener- 
ally, to settle all doubt, mother's ad- 
vice was sought as a last resort. 
Where,    do    mothers    learn    to    make 
'-:i inly ? 
Usually there was :i barrel of apples 
in the cellar, and before father sat 
down to read his paper, he insisted 
that a bowl of apples be left in ■ 
spot conveniently in his reach. There 
would be a perfect silence in the house 
except for the crunching sounds of our 
busy jaws, moving fast or slow, depend- 
ing upon the tenseness of the situation 
in which the hero in the story found 
himself. 
Those were tho days of "chores". 
A bin full of kindling. Two or three 
buckets of coal to be carried in. 
Dishes to be dried. How we envied 
the younger of the children who were 
never expected to help. 
And at length when it came time 
for bed, a hurried dash up the stairs, 
and a breathless scramble to get under 
the blankets. Dancing in our bare feet 
upon the cold floor, and shivering in 
the cold air. Who ever dreamed of 
going to bed without being told, unless 
of course  it was near Christmas. 
But what a difference today. The old 
base-burner has given way to a squeak- 
ing radiator, and the youngsters now- 
adays don't read Alger. The art of 
Fudge making seems also to have been 
forgotten, and it is years since we have 
helped "pull" a batch of molasses 
candy. 
the principle means of training during 
the period. The track men, will be 
working out daily at the Athletic 
building preparing for an intensive in- 
door season and the hockey team should 
begin to shoot the puck around before 
long. It is a little early yet to at- 
tempt to predict just what success the 
Garnet will have on the ice and cinders 
but there is plenty of good material 
available in both sports to mould to- 
gether teams that will give the opposi- 
tion a few tumbles. 
Sabattus  Cabin 
Visited  by   Co-Eds 
Find and Explore Cave 
While on their Trip 
Last Saturday and Sunday Sabattus 
Cabin was again filled with a group of 
Bates co-eds. Those who went were: 
Francis Johnson, Francis McGuire, 
Jeanette Cutts, Ruth Patterson, Wini- 
fred Saunders, Helen Saunders, Doris 
David, Priscilla Lunderville, and Flor- 
ence Kyes. with Dean Clark and Pro- 
fessor Walmsley for chaperones. If 
all reports are true, these lucky co-eds 
had a wonderful time and also eats 
which make one's mouth water. One 
of the highlights of the trip was the 
exploring of a long-lost cave, to which 
the Co-eds had been led by two small 
bovs. 
Boston University boasts the youngest 
college comic editor in America. He is 
Maurice Sagoff, age 18, editor-in-chief 
of that notorious publication, the Bean- 
pot. 
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WHO'S WHO 
AT BATES 
Professor 
Grosvenor M. Robinson 
by Dorothy Burdett) 
Professor Grosvenor M. Robinson 
who has been Professor of Public 
Speaking :it Hates since 1907 is a man 
of active and broad experience. He 
received training at the School of Ex- 
pression, Boston, from which he grad- 
uated in 1890 and where he later 
taught. He was instructor of vocal 
expression at Xewton Theological Sem- 
inary for a time and at Yale Divinity 
School from 1894 to 1907. In 1907 he 
received an honorary degree of Master 
THE    FRESHMAN    SQUAD—JACK    FIXX,    COACH 
Fortunate Vermont students with liter- 
ary ability will soon be able to see their 
work in print, when the anthology en- 
titled, "Keachings of 1928", is pub- 
lished. This volume will be edited by 
Hank Fuller, formerly of the New York 
Times and at present eolumnist of the 
Vermont Cynic. It will include prize 
offerings in poetry, plays, essays, and 
humorous sketches. 
Faculty Members 
May  Soon  Sign 
Movie   Contracts 
"My  favorite  Brand*',  said  the  calf, 
as the  rangers applied  the hot iron. 
What a 
Blessing 
we  have the Red Cross 
JVN EARLY half a million victims of the 
West Indies Himirane las! September 
echoed this sentiment, expressed in 
hundreds of newspapers throughout the 
country. 
You have read dramatic accounts .! 
the relief work done by the Red Cross 
during tin* Hurricane, the Mississippi 
Floods, and sixty-six other disasters 
last year. Sou have admired the cour- 
age and efficiency of America's world- 
famed   "legion   of   mercy*'. 
But have you ever thought of your 
responsibility in supporting the Am- 
erican Red Cross.' Have you realized 
fully that the Red Cross exists to help 
you if calamity should visit your com- 
munity!     And   that   the   Red  Cross must 
depend opon the support of the people 
to be prepared for such emergencies! 
This support, in the form of annual 
membership renewals, is separate from 
special disaster Relief contributions. 
And a membership will cost you only 
on.-   dollar. 
Respond to the Red Cross Call now. 
Do something   to   help   the   Red   Cross 
maintain its place as the world's great- 
est   '' legion   of   mercy''. 
Join  with your dollar 
Now! 
f 
Red Cross 
Annual   Roll   Call 
November nth-2Qth 
"Wild Nell the Pet of the 
Plains", Presented by 
Round   Table 
One of the most interesting meetings 
of the Bates Round Table was held 
Thursday evening, November 8, at 
Chase Hall. 
An interesting feature of the meet- 
ing was the presentation  of a   plaque 
the gift of Professor Anthony, by Dr. 
G. F. Finnic. The plaque is an exact 
reproduction Of the original Round 
Table in England with the names of 
the  knights. 
A burlesque moving pieture drama 
entitled, "Wild Nell, the I'et of the 
Plains" created a very favorable im- 
pression. Mrs. Blanche Boberts as 
"Lady Vere de Vere," "Ray Thomp- 
son as "Handsome Harry", Professor 
llovey as "Bull Durham", an Indian 
Chief,  Norman  Ross as "Sitting Hull", 
Miss   Elsie   Badger  as  "Minnehaha", 
.HI   Indian  medicine woman. Mrs   Frank 
Minvv as "Baron Beech Nut". Miss 
Mabel Baton as "Wild Nell", Brooks 
Quimby as the "Prairie Dog", Mrs. 
Brooks Quimby as the "Cactus Plant" 
and   Mrs.   Lawrence as the "Common 
Stake", performed admirably. Harry 
Rowe was the '' Voice". 
The humorous tales of Professor 
Chase and  the  dialect   readings  of  Mrs. 
Prank A. Morey greatly amused. 
New members initiated were: Dean 
Hazel Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Sipprell, 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whitbcck. Miss 
Rachel Metcalf, Fred Googins, August 
BuSChmann, Frank I.anc, Roscoe Saw 
yer and Jack Finn. 
A   Short History 
of   Parker   Hall 
Dr. Edmond A. Lebel 
DENTAL   SURGEON 
193 Lisbon Street 
Phone 3S13-W 
For GOOD CLOTHES and 
FURNISHINGS 
WHEELER CLOTHING GO. 
Cor.  MAIN  and  MIDDLE  STS. 
-    i iol discount given to ooUege students 
By Muriel Bliss 
It was in the summer of 1857. Maine 
State Seminary was to open for the first 
time on September first. Hathorn had 
been erected to care for the classes and 
library, but there was no dormitorv. 
Parker Hall was planned and Rev. Cheney 
and Rev. Knowlton, with the aid of scores 
of other workers, tried to have the build- 
ing ready for the opening of school. In 
speaking of that time, Plea. Cheney said 
in his retiring address: "Parker Hall 
was roofless." 
"I cautioned young people not to ex- 
pect too much in coming to Lewiston as 
students Not heeding my caution, 
one hundred and thirty-seven students— 
eighty-three boys and fifty-four girls— 
were in attendance. But a blow, sudden, 
heavy, anil death-threatening, struck us. 
We were living under the tariff of '46, 
which greatly reduced duties. Mr. Bu- 
chanan was President. Words fail to 
describe the suffering of the country by 
the panic of '57. We were no exception. 
Thousands of dollars of our subserip 
timis became worthless. Money, even at 
twelve per cent, was not to be had for 
its own Bake, and only for love, so far as 
our own institution was concerned. A 
school just opened On our hands! Build- 
ings unfinished! Contractors, workers, 
and teachers to be paid! What was to 
be 'lone.' To all human appearances, the 
institution must fail. A few of us spent 
an entile night in consultation and prayer 
I in the room in Parker Hall now used by 
the Christian   Association.     As the morn 
, ing   dawned,   the   path   of   duty   seemed 
clear". 
Such men as Ebenezer Knowlton, Na- 
IIIIIII Brooks. W. H. I.ittlefield, C. O. Lib- 
bey,   and    Rev.   Cheney   imperilled   their 
whole financial future to help the cause. 
A canvass was made of the Free Baptist 
Churches of Maine asking for eighty 
cents from each member and for one dol- 
lar from each of the Sunday School child 
ren. 
FOR SALE 
UNREDEEMED   WATCHES 
and 
MUSICAL   INSTRUMENTS 
Brownstein Pawn Shop 
305 Lisbon  Street Lewiston,  Maine 
But it was the timely and generous gift 
of Judge Thomas Parker of Farmington, 
of five-thousand dollars, added to these 
contributions from the Sunday School 
children, church members, ministers, 
farmers, and working men and women, 
that rescued the situation. Judge Parker 
was a man of moderate resources. This 
was before the time of millionaire gifts 
to educational institutions, and five 
thousand dollars was a large sum to 
give. 
In recent years Parker Hall has been 
restored to the original plan of two 
separate   dormitories. 
The piazza, also is a recent addition, 
having been added in the summer of 1920. 
Electric lights and steam heat have been 
added since Parker was built. 
PROF. G. M. ROBINSON 
of Arts from Bates. During the last 
four years "Prof. Rob" has spent his 
summers abroad where he has added to 
his fund of knowledge concerning 
dramatic art and vocal expression. 
His classes are never dull because of 
his skill in correlating every-day 
events with  class assignments. 
Especially fortunate are the 4A Play- 
ers in having a coach as able as Prof. 
Robinson to assist in dramatic pro- 
ductions. He has spent much of his 
time abroad in active dramatic work 
and brings the best and most modern 
of stagecraft methods to bear on our 
Little  Theatre  movement. 
Professor Robinson is a sincere 
booster of Bates, a very young-spirited, 
friendly man, and a vital source of 
inspiration to those who seek to cul- 
tivate the best use of English vocal 
expression. 
The lecture for today 
is on life insurance. 
It consists of two words: — 
John Hancock 
Class 'Dismissed! 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY* 
or BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 
Say it With Ice Cream 
GEORGE.  A.  ROSS 
"Bates 1904 ELM   STREET 
Sport Suits with  Knickers 
$35.00 to  $45.00 
Everything in Sport Wear 
L. E. FLANDERS & CO. 
62 Court Street AUBURN 
BOSTON    TAILORING   CO. 
88V,   SABA.TTUS  ST. 
Repairing—Ladies   and   Gents   clean 
ing   and   pressing.       Dyeing   and   n"w 
I garments made at reasonable prices. 
Agent, Room 11, W. P. H. 
GEO.    V.   TURGEON    &    CO. 
JEWELERS j 
OX A.VCONDS 
80    LISBON    STREET 
■\*7" -A. T C H E m 
LEWISTON,    MAINE 
CRONIN    C&   ROOT 
SELL 
GOOD    CLOTHES 
140 LISBON STREET LEWISTON 
DISTINCTIVE 
, PHOTOGRAPHY 
Coitcqe Student's 
HARRY L PLUMMER. 
PAofo  a/id*/}rt Studio 
Arthur "Gilli" Dumais Israel  Winner 
TAXI Call    40 4 0 TAXI 
For Real Courteous Service 
Union  Square   Taxi  Co. 
171 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine 
24 Hour Service 25 cents Local Rate 
errill & Webber Co. 
PRINTERS AND 
BOOKBINDERS 
Blank 
Books, 
Ruled 
Blanks 
Loose 
Leaf 
Work 
to order 
All kinds of   BOOK   and JOB   PRINTING   executed 
in a neat, prompt and tasty manner 
95   TO   99   MAIN   STREET,  AUBURN,   MAINE 
ft 
\oo 
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BATES LOSES LAST GAME 
OF SEASON TO COLBY 
Colby and  Maine Tie  for  Highest  Grid  Honors 
Bobcat again made Largest Number First Downs 
Johnson, Secor and Maher Star for Bates 
Galloping wildly across Garcelon 
Field last Monday, Armistice Day, the 
White Mule of Waterville dashed into 
the grand finale of the Maine State 
series, and into a tie with the Black 
Bear at Orono for the championship 
of the State. The Bobcats strove to 
stem the onrushing hoofs, but they 
went under, gamely, 26 to 0. 
And so the curtain of the Bates foot- 
ball schedule was drawn, not over a 
tragedy, but over a battle valiantly 
fought and lost to a superior team 
spurred on by the desire to tie for the 
highest grid honors in the State of 
Maine. As an evidence of the attempt 
made by the Bobcats, let it be said 
that they pushed Colby back for 19 
first downs to the White Mule's 16. 
Outside of the play of Wally Dono- 
van, sparkling or otherwise, the work 
of the Bates backfield was the feature. 
Sol Johnson. "Zeke" Secor, and Pete 
Maher did their best to give the Bates 
squad their first score of the year. 
Game little "Bunny'' Bornstein, play- 
ing under conditions that would have 
kept most players off the field, had an 
off-day, but he stuck to his guns and 
his courage despite disheartening set- 
backs. Johnson measured his stride on 
the turf on several occasions, Mahor 
plunged for gains, and Secor threw most 
of the forwards in addition to hitting 
the  line. 
Scott of Colby intercepted a Bates 
pass soon after the opening of the 
game and paved the way for one of 
Donovan's mad runs. Donovan took 
the ball on the next play, went through 
the opposition, side-stepped Bornstein, 
who was the last Bates man to face 
him, and crossed the goal for the first 
score of the game after almost a 70 
yard run. Following the next kick-off, 
the first of a number of penalties was 
imposed on Colby giving the Garnet 
first down. Secor, Johnson, and Born- 
stoin made another. Bates went to the 
Colby 20 yard line on a penalty, and 
lost   the  ball  on   a   fumble. 
Scott and Seekins made first down 
for the Mule, Scott then went to Bates 
4.") yard line on a long run. Donovan 
reversed his field for 20 yards, but the 
ball was returned on an off-side penalty. 
Appleby broke through and held Colby 
to a five yard loss Seeor also held the 
ball-carrier to no gain, and Donovan 
was   forced   to   punt. 
Bates made first down and Johnson 
■rot loose for a 20 yard run but both 
teams were off-side and the gain went 
for nothing. An exchange of pants 
ended the period with the score, Colbv 
7, Bates 0. 
Seekins. Colby, assisted by Scott and 
Donovan went over for two first downs 
in the second period, placing the ball 
on Bates eight yard line.    The Garnet 
Y. W. Girls Hear 
Edith Sanderson 
Gives   Interesting   Talk 
on  Turkey's  Position 
in  the World 
line made a valiant stand, such as it 
has done on several occasions ,this 
season, and when the Mule sensed the 
almost futility of bucking it, a pass was 
tossed to Scott who went over the 
line for the second touchdown of the 
game. Bates blocked the place kick 
for the extra point, and the score stood 
13 to 0. 
Secor took the kickoff, Johnson went 
11 yards for first down. After a Bates 
fumble and a Colby penalty, Johnson 
again took the ball and went 20 yards 
to Colby's 36. Colby took the pigskin 
on downs, failed in the try for first 
down and punted. Maher retaliated 
for Bates. The Bates line held and the 
Mule was forced to kick the ball again. 
After a Bates fumble, Bornstein passed 
to Sol Johnson who took the ball to 
Colby's 45 yard marker before he was 
stopped. After several forwards 
were tried, Colby intercepted one 
thrown by the Garnet backs, and the 
half ended. 
After a- first down, followed by a long 
run by Scott. Donovan, who had re- 
turned to the game, took the ball to 
Bates seven yard line. The Mule backs 
took a chance, and Donovan carried it 
over on the fourth down. The place 
kick failed and the score was Colby 19. 
Bates 0. 
After taking the kickoff behind their 
goal line, the Bobcats by a combination 
of rushes and forwards worked their 
way to Colby's 28 yard line. Donovan, 
who seemed to be the hoodoo of the 
Bates' hopes intercepted a pass, and 
after a buck at the line by Scott, Don- 
ovan went through the inner defense, 
eluded the secondary defense without 
interference, and was away to a 78 
yard run for another touchdown. 
Dexter kicked the goal and lifted the 
score to Colby 2ti, Bates 0 which proved 
to be the final outcome. 
Bates made first down on Colby's 
38 yard line. Another fumble pre- 
vented Bates from making another first 
down ami Colby finding itself in dan- 
gerous territory, punted out. The punt 
was high and did not travel far. 
Bornstein took it back to the Colby 11 
yard mark. The Colby defense got 
through on the next play and threw 
Secor, who found himself alone, for :i 
12 yard loss. Donovan intercepted a 
forward, ran it back 23 yards, and 
moved the ball on a Bates penalty and 
a 15 yard run to Bates 29 yard line. 
Maher intercepted a forward and the 
Garnet hopes rose. Mah«r dashed to 
the 39 yard line after a run of 24 
y;irds. He went through for a first 
down. He was hitting the center of 
the line effectively. Johnson advanced 
it several yards and Maher. playing 
his best game of the season, advanced 
it   14   more   for   another   first   down   on 
R. W. CLARK Registered   Druggist Pure  Drugs anc  Medicines 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,   APOLLO   CHOCOLATES 
258 Main Street, Cor. Bates, LEWISTON, MAINE 
J. H. STETSON CO.,  Inc 
SPORTING   GOODS 
Agents for Wright  &  Ditson 
65 Lisbon St.,       Lewiston, Maine 
Telephone 110 
NORRIS-HAYDEN     LAUNDRY 
Room 16, West Parker 
We   solicit   your  patronage 
Lewiston Shoe Hospital 
7  SABATTUS ST. 
Caters to  Bates Students 
When Beset with 
Hunger,   Thirst   or   Weariness 
Betake   Yourself  to 
Jordan's Drug  Store 
where you may obtain the 
Finest Chocolate Milk 
in Our  Beautiful  City 
For One Thin  Dime 
Hot or Cold 
FINE ATHLETIC 
GOODS 
WELLS SPORTING GOODS GO. 
AUBURN,   MAINE 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON 
157 Main Street 
THE 
QUALITY       & 
148   OoXXeftte   Street 
THREE   MINUTES   FROM   THE   CAMPUS 
Tel. I8I7-W 
High Grade Moccasins and Tennis Shoes 
Shoes Repaired to Look Like New 
PEOPLE'S SHOE SHOP 
33 Sabattus Street 
The  Y.  W.  was extremely  fortunate; 
to obtain as their speaker. Wednesday | 
evening, Miss Edith Sanderson who has i 
been   a  missionary   in  Turkey  for  the 
last five years.    A large group of Bates| 
girls   and   some   of   the   Industrial   girls i 
of Lewiston listened to her interesting 
talk   on   "The   Position  of  Turkey   in 
the World." 
Miss Sanderson cleared up for the 
girls many of their numerous misunder- 
standings concerning the Turkish race. 
She brought out the facts that the 
Turkish people are a progressive nation, 
that a new Turkey has grown up in 
the last five years, and that the next 
ten years will mean much to the devel- 
opment of this nation. She said, "Ij 
believe in the Turkish people and I 
beieve that if they are left alone by 
the great political powers of the world 
that they will work out their own sal- 
vation and become an important 
nation.'' 
A   delightful   piano   solo   was   played 
bv   Miriam   McMichael. 
HOCKEY   MATCHES 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 
handily took over the second-year eo 
eds even though battled at every drive 
and dribble by their Sophomore sist"rs. 
Miii.-i Tower. "81, *M the only Sopho- 
more forward to successfully elude the 
Senior defense and she scored the two 
goals for lier team. The Senior for- 
ward line, led liv Belva Carll, center- 
forward, thudded the goalie for ten 
gorils.    Thus it  ended  10-2. 
The second game between the Juniors 
I in' Frost) also had its expected out- 
come. The third-year women tallied 
foi'r goals in the first half before the 
nervous Frosh had their fiehl-hockey 
legs, so to speak. The second half wn^ 
a different BtOry. Although the plav 
ma iii the vicinity of the Frosh goali" 
most of the lime, the Juniors could not 
bre;ik through to roll up the score. 
The work of the Frost defense and 
especially of their goalie Hilda Saw- 
telle is especially to be commended. 
The Juniors' forwards worked well in 
keeping the ball in Frosh territory most 
of the fame to account for the white- 
wash of the 4-0 score. 
Prof.  Mezzotero Loans 
Valuable Collection 
Professor Mezzotero of the depart- 
ment of French is the owner of a dis- 
play of war souvenirs at McCarthy's 
Music Store on Lisbon Street. These 
relics, which created much interest 
especially on Armistice Day, were ob- 
tained by Professor Mezzotero while 
he was a member of the American 
Expeditionary Forces during the war. 
Most of these articles are of such 
nature as to be of interest to any man 
who fought in the war. Among them 
are a bit of shrapnel from Verdun, Ger- 
man and English insignias, a German 
War Cross, an Italian Army Star, a 
German match holder and war coins 
from several different countries. These 
and many other articles are grouped 
about a picture which depicts the fam- 
ous Hind-nburg line. An object of 
great interest is a framed printed note 
which was one of many dropped from 
German airplanes just before the sign- 
ing of the Armistice. It begins with 
the words: "The German People Offers 
Peace". 
Professor Mezzotero, an Italian by 
birth, was a member of the 6th division 
i» the regular army and was seeing 
active service ft the close of the war. 
Northtield Coni. 
Discussed at "Y" 
The subject discussed at the "Y" 
meeting last Wednesday night was the 
Northfield Conference. The meeting 
opened with the usual hymn and a 
piano solo by Thurston Cole. Paul 
Coleman and Harold Richardson gave 
interesting talks on their experiences 
and impressions at the Northfield Con- 
ference last summer. Paul Coleman 
described the conference. It is held at 
Northfield Seminary, a girl's school on 
the banks of the Connecticut River. 
The usual day's schedule included 
chapel at 7.40, group discussion at 
10.00, Round Top Forum and organ 
recital in the afternoon and an eve- 
ning speaker. Athletic contests in 
track  and  tennis  were  held. 
A.   C.    PERHAM 
HAROLD   C.    PERHAM 
FELDSPAR    QUARRIES     ASSOCIATED 
MAINE   MINERAL   STORE 
WEST    PARIS.   MAINE 
WHOLESALE       RETAIL 
CHOICE    MAINE   TOURMALINE 
AQUAMARINE.    AMETHYST 
REPRESENTATIVE 
STANLEY   I.   PERHAM.   BATES  COLLEGE 
Colby's 25 yard line. Secor and Maher 
made another first down. Johnson ami 
Si cur worked their way to Colby's nine 
yard line. An incompleted forward, on 
the fourth down, killed Hates hopes 
for a score.    Donovan panted. 
A flock of forwards placed the ball 
on Rates 88 yard line, and the game 
was over. The White Mule, flaunting 
one half of the football championship 
of Maine, bounded off the field, and as 
the sun was setting, both literally and 
on the Bates football schedule, ('apt. 
••Swede" Xilson led his Bobcats off the 
field   of   battle   for   the   last   time. 
"Lest we forget... •n 
£* lags and music and applause 
. . . nothing was too good for our young march- 
ing men those stirring war-time days. 
Our young men came back—most of them. 
And most of those who came back are living in 
peace and comfort today. But nearly 30,000 of 
them are sick and disabled—in hospitals under 
the care of the Veteran's Bureau. They need 
many things that our laws won't allow our govern- 
ment to give them. 
And those things are furnished by the Ameri- 
can Red Cross. For the Red Cross never forgets. 
It cares for the ill or wounded veteran as '"The 
Greatest Mother in the World". 
The Red Cross never forgets ... let us not 
forget the Reil Cross. Let us respond to the 
Red   Cross   Roll   Call   NOW—'iest   we   forget". 
Red Cross 
Annual Roll Call 
November   Ilth   to   November  29 th 
"A  Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
LEWISTON,   MAINE 
The College Store 
We Solicit the Business oi Bates Students 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co 
Make  sure  to see 
BILL THE BARBER 
for a haircut or a share 
Also 
Shingling and Bobbing a Specialty. 
CHASE    HALL 
LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS 
ARTISTIC   MEMORIALS 
James  P.  Murphy Co. 
6  to   10  Bates  St.,  LEWISTON 
Telephone  2638-R 
COLLEGE MEN 
LIKE OUR CLOTHES 
JOHN G. COBURN 
TAILOR 
240 Main Sued Lrwuton 
LONGLEY'S 
New line of Brief Cases, Pocket- 
books, Hand Bags, etc. The Osh- 
kosh Wardrobe Trunk, Finest Trunk 
built. 
Prices   are   reasonable. 
Longley's Leather Store 
227   MAIN   STREET 
Smith's   Book   Store 
PICTURE  FRAMING 
Greeting Cards Books 
CIRCULATING   LIBRARY 
55 Court Street Auburn 
Wherever  Ton  May  Ct 
Appearance  Coanta   In   I.D*~K"a:e 
Be It hat box. brief case, traveling has 
or wardrobe trunk.     We have them alt 
Also   a   beautiful   line   of   hand-bags, 
pocket-books   and   leather   novelties. 
Fogg's Leather Store 
117-123 Mala  St. 
Lewlatra.  Me. 
Operates  with   a   mini- 
mum of profit to Serve 
the Students of Bates 
TUFTS BROTHERS 
Printers 
Rubber   Stamp   Manufacturers 
193 Middle St. Lewiston, Maine 
LaFlamme 
PHOTOGRAPHS FOR 
THOSE   WHO 
DISCRIMINATE 
265    Lisbon   Street 
Cor. Chestnut Street 
GOOGIN   FUEL   COMPANY 
COAL  AND   WOOD 
1801     PHONES     1800 
114 Bates Street     67 Elm Street 
Lewiston Auburn 
Telephone 2326-W        Reasonable Bates 
Dr.  W. J.  Carter 
DENTIST 
25 Lisbon St.       Lewiston, Maine 
Hours: 8.30 A. M. to 8.00 P. M. 
Consultation Free 
All Work Guaranteed 
